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To everything I ever saw him do in politics
(and I saw him do a LOT in politics) he
brought enormous skill, dedication and
energy.
But it was what he brought to life — his
life, mine and yours — for which we today
celebrate our friend, Robert Barnes.
— His irreverent humor
— His outsized humanity
— His love of justice
— His generous soul
— And his indefatigable spirit
I first got to know Robert in Democratic
Club politics during the late 1980s, me
still in my 20s and Robert only slightly
older.
Perhaps only to those who knew him well — to
those of us who loved and instinctively
sought to protect him — Robert’s confidence
and swagger in those days belied a shier
soul … still carrying the fears and
insecurities of a younger age … of a High
School teen who was a little different, a
little bigger, a little more flamboyant and
gay.
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Through the years, we worked together often,
helping each other at times but always
watching one another grow.
Through a mayor’s race in 1991 in which I
supported one — and Robert supported not
one, not two, but three successive losing
candidates.
Through a 1992 political season in which we
both worked hard to make San Francisco’s
Democratic Coordinated Campaign a success.
We went to New York City that year as
convention delegates and, later, his ability
to keep me informed on the finer points of
local politics during my tenure in
Washington, D.C. made it seem that I’d never
truly left San Francisco.
When I came back to the City, we continued
working together on a whole host of efforts,
including an Alice B. Toklas Democratic Club
that he worked tirelessly to make one of the
largest, most respected political clubs in
San Francisco.
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We grew together through causes and
campaigns and even clients.

And our

friendship together soon expanded to include
one another’s spouses, anne and carlos.

In

fact, the night Anne gave birth to Declan,
it was no surprise to either of us that the
first couple to send their love and
congratulations — together with the biggest
bouquet of flowers you ever saw — was Robert
and Carlos.
But it wasn’t until my own campaign for City
Attorney — during some of the most difficult
days Anne and I ever faced …
— As brand new parents
— With our future and finances in upheaval
— In the midst of a political campaign that
often seemed a long-shot
… that I realized how much more Robert had
grown than I.
Over Chinese takeout at our kitchen table,
it was Robert Barnes who loved and
instinctively sought to protect US … nursing
to OUR fears and insecurities … sharing the
strength of his confidence and swagger to
give US strength.
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On Gay Pride Day, Robert gave us all a
scare.

Foreshadowing — and, perhaps, in

some way preparing us — for a sad moment
that was to come all too soon thereafter.
With Robert lying in a hospital bed, near
death, Matthew Rothschild undertook the sad
task of summoning a Catholic priest — as
subtly as he could — to administer Last
Rites to his best friend.
Robert lifted his head off the pillow,
pulled down his oxygen mask and said:
“Matthew, thank you — but sex is the LAST
thing on my mind right now.”
It was vintage Robert: irreverent and
topical. Keenly aware. Completely disarming.
And if it was sacrilege in any sense, I know
that God himself could not have helped but
laugh.

Eli Wiesel once said that, “Our lives no
longer belong to us alone; they belong to
those who need us desperately.”
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He said that, “every moment is a moment of
grace, every hour an offering.
That, “not to share them would be to betray
them.”
I don’t know if he knew the quote.

But in a

life that was far too short, Robert Barnes
lived its truth.

He never betrayed a

moment, he never failed an hour.
And though we mourn his passing, we
celebrate Robert Barnes tonight for what he
brought to life — his life, mine and yours.
For that is what still belongs to all of us.
Thank you.
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